Let A = Uf= ! {a(i) + vM: v = 0,1,2,
positive integer «, we define r by r = « (mod M ), 1 < r < «. We write (1) P(x,k,A) = \ 2 xa^ \ = 2 c,*", We observe that the second part of our theorem is established only for k = o(«''4) instead of under the condition k = o(«^3) of Erdös and Lehner. The proof here is, in fact, quite different from that of [1] where the condition on k is obtained by using the fact that the number of partitions of « into k unequal parts is p(« -\kik -\),k). This appears to have no obvious generalization for partitions into parts belonging to A.
Proof of the Theorem. We write G(y) = Giy,x,A) = fi ft 0 -x"M+a^yYX Since, for all v > 0, the coefficient of jc" in 2?= i ■* lS not greater than the coefficient of x" in {2f=i -k0*''}'", the coefficient of xMn+r in this general term is less than ÖT1 u «w-',W(n/w)/!(m)"15r{P(Â:,yl)}/M'«)!{/iM -1}!, where C is independent of «, k. Hence, in order to show that piMn + r,k,A) ~ nk~lSr{P(x,k,A)}/k\(k -1)! as n -» oo, we must prove that (6) n~kk\ ( for ¡x > \k. Also, the number of partitions of k into k -u parts is less than or equal to pin), the number of unrestricted partitions of p, according as ¡x > £& or u < 5Ä:. Therefore, since for all u > 0, p(u) < exp{7r\/(2p/3)}, the left-hand side of (6) The proof of the asymptotic formula for p*(A/« + r,k,A) then follows from (7) exactly as the proof of the formula forp(Af« + r,k,A) followed from (4). In order to prove the second part of the theorem, we let w be a primitive Afth root of unity. Then, from (1) 
